Abstract-Recent neuroscience studies have shown that it is possible to predict how concrete objects are represented in the brain based on the semantic relations of words defining the corresponding concepts. Whether we read the word 'smile' or recognize the same expression in a face, the mental processes captured as event related potentials in EEG brain imaging appear indistinguishable. As both low-level semantics and our affective responses can be encoded in words, we propose a simplified cognitive approach to model how we emotionally perceive media. Representing song texts in a vector space of reduced dimensionality using LSA, we define distances between lines of lyrics and frequently used emotional last.fm tags, that constrain the latent semantics according to the psychological dimensions of valence and arousal. We compare the LSA derived emotions from texts with the user annotated tag clouds describing the corresponding songs at last.fm, and suggest the retrieved patterns may provide a sparse representation of how we perceive the emotional content in media.
INTRODUCTION "A lyric doesn't have very many words in it, so every line is like a scene in play"
as song writer Stephen Sondheim has phrased it, "every word is like a passage of dialogue" [1] . So much effort goes into carefully weighting alternatives such as "dribble" against "trickle", that it is not surprising that lyrics frequently outperform audio features when it comes to classifying the mood in music information retrieval [2] . Recent neuroscience studies combining natural language processing with fMRI brain imaging, have shown that it is possible to predict how concrete objects like airplane or celery form patterns of activation in the brain, by modeling how the corresponding concepts as words co-occur within multiple documents in a large latent semantic space [3] . Conversely verbs in the brain activate the sensorimotor cortices, and language thus becomes embodied even when used metaphorically in expressions such as 'grasping' an idea or 'kicking' a habit [4] . Whether we read the word 'smile' or recognize the facial expression, the mental processes captured as event related potentials using electroencephalography EEG brain imaging appear indistinguishable [5] . As both low-level semantics of song texts and our affective responses can be encoded in words, we propose a simplified cognitive approach to model lyrics `bottom-up' as vectors reflecting how words cooccur in multiple contexts within a high-dimensional space using LSA latent semantic analysis [6] . While the distances between vectors representing lyrics and a selection of emotional adjectives, can cognitively be thought of as constraining the song texts to psychological dimensions of valence and arousal, which reflect distinct networks involved in emotional processing in the brain [7] . And based on the ANEW corpus [8] , defining how pleasant or active thousand English words are perceived as being, it is possible to map the emotional adjectives according to their user defined values along these two dimensions. ( [8] , frequently applied as tags describing music in the social network last.fm [9] , horizontally defining how pleasant something is perceived in terms of valence, while vertically capturing the amount of arousal.
Projecting 24798 lyrics into a semantic vector space model we compare the LSA derived emotions from the lyrics against user defined tags describing the corresponding songs in the music social network last.fm, and outline in the following sections: aspects of related work within classification of emotional content in music information retrieval, the applied method based on latent semantic analysis, results and finally discuss the findings in relation to the challenge of modeling, analyzing and interpreting how we emotionally perceive media based on associated texts.
II.
RELATED WORK Tag-clouds generated by millions of users in social networks like last.fm provide a fascinating glimpse of the emotional context of songs, as users frequently agree on which emotional tags to attach to the tracks [9] . Emotions make up only 5 % of the words in tag clouds, but may still provide meaningful labels although they don't capture the changing patterns of emotions over time. Using last.fm tags as a basis for defining mood categories and extending the ANEW corpus [8] with synonyms from WordNet, a recent study found that audio spectral characteristics provided a better classification than semantics only in 'calm' songs, whereas features extracted from the lyrics outperformed audio in the remaining categories capturing 'romantic, angry, cheerful, aggressive, anxious, hopeful' and 'exciting' feelings [2] . Other studies within music information retrieval have focused on mapping audio features into an affective space by modeling emotion continuously as a time varying function of spectral shape, pitch or rhythmic textures [10] . A regression approach to determine which audio features within a 114-dimensional feature space appear most relevant for determining emotional context, suggests that arousal is highly influenced by changes in timbral texture and pitch, while it seems much harder to capture valence based on perceived roughness in spectral dissonance or from beat histograms. Auditory features capture a significant part of the variance related to spectral dynamics and energy in music, whereas components related to how pleasant something is perceived as being are much harder to pinpoint [11] . Studies using multivariate regression to model audio features as time-varying stochastic distributions within a valence and arousal space have highlighted the challenge of predicting moods in songs, as the emotional content is often found to vary significantly even within 15s clips of music [12] . It has been argued that while modeling audio features as a spectral 'bag of frames' works fine in naturally occurring urban soundscapes like kids playing in a park, this is not the case when considering the sound of somebody playing a solo violin partita by Bach. In music a minority of frames might be statistically insignificant outliers providing the underlying building blocks [13] , as features are not distributed randomly but form patterns related to perceptually significant peaks or local maxima that generate the larger scale semantic structures [14] .
III.
METHOD In order to define the relations between affective adjectives and song lyrics represented as vectors in a latent semantic space using LSA [6] , a large term-document matrix is initially constructed which allows for modeling words as linear combinations of the multiple paragraphs and sentences they occur in. Assembled from tens of thousands of literature, poetry, wikipedia and news excerpts, this underlying text corpus could be thought of as crudely resembling long-term memory, where events and lexical knowledge are combined into mental representations. Our text corpus is constructed from 22829 terms represented in 67380 documents. These documents in turn consist of 500 word segments, selected from 22072 literature and poetry samples from the 50 volume Harvard Classics and 20 volume Shelf of fiction, 15340 segments of Wikipedia music articles, and 29968 general news items from the Reuters RVC1 corpora of Reuters stories of general news gathered over the period 1996-1997. Applying singular value decomposition SVD and decomposing the original term-document matrix [15] , words which appear in similar contexts will be represented as topics within Eigenvectors, where only those capturing the highest amount of variance corresponding to the largest Eigenvalues in the matrix are retained. Geometrically speaking, the terms and documents in the condensed matrix can be interpreted as points in a low-dimensional subspace, which enables us to calculate the degree of similarity between their corresponding vector representationss. Using neural networks as a metaphor, a word like 'sad' in a song text could be thought of as forming a semantic node in our short term episodic memory. In turn triggering neighboring nodes representing words or events that invoke similar connotations. Or interpreted from a cognitive perspective, the strength of the connections initially based on word co-occurrences are gradually transformed into semantic relations, as the links between nodes are being constrained by the limitations of our memory [16] . As a result only those nodes which remain sufficiently activated when our attention shifts towards the next phrase will be integrated into working memory. And whether these connections grow sufficiently strong for the nodes to reach a threshold level of activation, can in our LSA model be interpreted as resembling the degree of cosine similarity between emotional adjectives and the vectors of song lyrics that define their latent semantic relations [17] .
To determine the optimal number of singular values when applying SVD to the term-document matrix, we follow the approach of earlier studies whereby the LSA model is subjected to a TOEFL synonymy 'test of english as a foreign language' while varying the number of dimensions until an optimal percentage of correct answers are returned [18] . For our LSA model the best fit corresponding to 71,25 % correctly identified synonyms in the TOEFL test, is realized when reducing the matrix to 125 dimensions (Fig.2) , providing a result above the 64.5 % average achieved by non-native college applicants taking the test, and in line with the 64.5 % and 70.5 % correct answers previously reported for LSA and probabilistic LDA topic models respectively [19] . Projecting the lyrics into the LSA semantic space we define the cosine similarity between the individual lines making up each of the lyrics against twelve affective adjectives frequently applied at last.fm : 'happy, funny, sexy, romantic, soft, mellow, cool, angry, aggressive, dark, melancholy, sad'.
To provide a measure of ground truth we explore the similarity between the LSA emotions retrieved from the lyrics against the user annotated last.fm tags describing the corresponding songs. First, taking our affective adjectives from 'happy' to 'sad' as a twelve-dimensional vector, which is compared against each of 16505 tags used in the last.fm tag-clouds. This makes it possible to extend the comparison between LSA and last.fm tags to idiosyncratic expressions like 'a bit sad' that can thus similarly be represented as a twelve-dimensional vector: Subsequently the last.fm tag vectors corresponding to a tag cloud for a particular song are selected; e.g. the four vectors representing the last.fm tags 'fun, sexy, mellow, cool' are compared against the average LSA vector derived from the lyrics and ranked according to their cosine similarity.
Our analysis is based on 24798 lyrics selected from LyricWiki by using artist entries retrieved from the Wikipedia "List of Musicians", associated with the genres: 'alternative rock, blues, brit pop, dream pop, gothic rock, indie rock, indie pop, pop punk, R&B, soul, hard rock, reggae' and 'heavy metal'. Additionally applying the restriction that the corresponding last.fm tag clouds should contain one or more of the twelve affective adjectives applied in the LSA analysis. The cosine similarity values have been calculated using a LSA software package developed at X University, which can be downloaded including the above described HAWIK literature corpus [20] IV. RESULTS Similar to an emotional space, the columns of the LSA derived lyrics matrices reflect a vertical span from positive to negative valence. The upper rows in the columns correspond to active positive emotions like 'happy' followed by more passive aspects like 'mellow' and 'cool' towards the center of the columns. Further down the values in the columns correspond to aroused negative feelings like 'angry' while the bottom rows in the matrix reflect aspects of low arousal and negative valence such as 'melancholic' and 'sad'.
Taking the song "Rehab" (Fig.3) as an example, the most frequently applied last.fm tags are 'mellow, sexy, cool, happy' whereas the top LSA values from the lyrics are 'funny, angry, cool, aggressive'. Comparing last.fm tags against LSA emotions based on their cosine similarity they agree most significantly on the adjective 'fun(ny)' 0.87 followed by the terms 'cool' 0.29 'sexy' 0.19 and 'mellow' 0.04. In the latent semantics derived from the lyrics, the upper half of the lyrics matrix is characterized by a horizontal band in row 2 corresponding to almost sustained triggering of 'funny' reflecting positive valence, with less pronounced activations of 'cool' and 'angry' components in row 7 and 8. Whereas the rows of 'happy' at the top and 'sad' emotions at the very bottom remain mostly negatively correlated until activated twice towards the end. Almost the reverse distribution of emotions is triggered by the lyrics of "My Immortal" (Fig.4) where the three bottom rows of the matrix are saturated reflecting mostly 'dark' as well as 'melancholy' and 'sad' components. These aspects coupled with 'soft' components in row 5, while the upper rows of the matrix now remain largely negatively correlated. Similar to how 'funny' and 'angry' was triggered simultaneously in the previous example, here in these lyrics 'soft' and 'mellow' stand out together centered around two peaks. The top LSA values from the lyrics appear as 'soft, sad, melancholy' and 'happy'. Whereas the last.fm tags from the song come out as 'sad' combined with elements of 'melancholy, soft' and 'romantic'. That is, the distribution of feelings triggered by "My immortal" is shifted towards negative aspects of valence coupled with 'soft' elements. This also comes out when comparing last.fm tags against LSA emotions, where they agree on the terms 'sad' 0.90 'melancholy' 0.78 'soft' 0.75 and 'romantic' 0.40. However in a number of lyrics the emotional context remains much less stable and transforms over time as is clearly discernible in the LSA derived patterns of "Such great heights" (Fig.5) . Initially 'soft, romantic' peaks dissolve into smaller segments of 'mellow' and later 'melancholy' textures as the song comes to an end. In turn making the last.fm tags and LSA vectors agree that the song mainly reflects the feelings of 'mellow, cool, romantic' and 'melancholy'.
In order to determine to what degree these overlaps between LSA derived emotions and last.fm tags are statistically significant, a randomized permutation test was run to refute the null hypothesis of the rows and columns being independent. Initially plotting the frequency of the entries on a gradient grey-scale (Fig.6 ) the left matrix indicates whether the top two entries in the LSA and the last.fm matrix occur less or more frequently relative to null. Whereas the black and white matrix to the right indicates which of the overly or less frequent combinations of entries in the co-occurrence matrix are beyond random and thus remain significant at p < 0.05 for n = 200. Observed frequencies of rows (LSA emotions) and columns ( last.fm tags) in relative to null (left), whereas the black and white plot (right) shows matrix entries to be considered beyond random and statistically significant for p < 0.005 and n = 200 in a permutation test based on 24798 lyrics.
V. DISCUSSION Comparing the feelings retrieved from the 24798 lyrics based on LSA against the last.fm tag-clouds describing the corresponding songs, there is primarily agreement on the contrasts between positive and negative valence captured by the affective adjectives in the upper left and lower right corner of the matrix (Fig.6) . Whereas the more subdued emotions along the diagonal show little agreement, due to the disproportionate number of last.fm songs which are tagged as 'mellow' or 'cool' [9] and thereby being confused with the LSA row entries in the matrix. The correlations in the upper upper left corner of the matrices that remain statistically significant are the off-diagonal LSA derived emotions of 'happy' and 'funny' that are confused with the last.fm tag 'sexy'. While in the lower right corner of the matrices the correlation which appears beyond random is the off-diagonal LSA activation of 'sad' that is confused with the last.fm term 'melancholy'. Likewise in the right part of the matrix the LSA derived feeling of 'soft' when reflected in the lyrics is significantly correlated with the word 'dark' in the last.fm tag clouds. Essentially what remains beyond random is the juxtaposition of positive and negative sentiment reflected in 'happy' and 'funny' versus 'sad', although skewed offdiagonally due to differences in how these terms are interpreted in the LSA corpus and the last.fm social network. Similarly local maxima as exemplified by the emotions triggered by the lyrics of "My Immortal" (Fig.4) could potentially shift the balance from 'happy' to 'sad' based on only a few large peaks. It thus remains a challenge to compare the static last.fm tags assigned overall to a song against the LSA emotions triggered over time by individual lines of lyrics, as we may cognitively categorize the sentiment in a song on a few significant peaks rather than a summation of average intensity.
The permutation test additionally indicates a correlation between the LSA feeling 'soft' retrieved from the lyrics and the term 'dark' when applied as a last.fm tag to describe a song. We find this particularly interesting as we have in a parallel study gone beyond the second order matrices analyzed here, and applied a 3-way Tucker tensor decomposition to the LSA patterns of emotions triggered by the lyrics over time, to find higher order factors that capture similarities across an even larger data set of fifty thousand songs [21] . These results indicate that the most highly correlated components among emotions, time and songs is concentrated in five emotional topics (Fig.7) . That is, applying what constitutes a multi-way principal component analysis, we reduce the almost 20 million free variables originally defining the 12 dimensional vectors of affective adjectives within fifty thousand lyrics, by a factor of 77 to around 250.000 variables, while the degree of explanation retained in the model remains 21% based on the sparse Tucker Tensor decomposition of the matrices.
We therefore suggest that the sparse mixtures of affective adjectives illustrated by LSA emotions derived from lyrics analyzed in the present study can largely be thought of as contrasts along dimensions that span the psychological axes of valence and arousal and in the widest sense define a low dimensional structure of the input. Interpreted as principal components the 'happy-sad' mixture could be thought of as representing the maximal contrast potentially biased towards positive or negative sentiment, also illustrated by the distance between the adjectives along the dimension of valence (Fig.1) based on their user rated values in the ANEW corpus [8] . And in line with earlier psychological findings related to Russell's "Circumplex model of affect" indicating that the 'happy-sad' contrast captures half of the variance in emotional words [22] . Emotional topics retrieved from a 3-way Tucker tensor decomposition of LSA derived emotions over time across 50.274 lyrics, identifying the most significant as caharacterized by 2. 'soft', 4. 'dark', 6 'happy-sad', 7.'soft-cool' and 'funny-angry' feelings [21] Also the 'soft', 'cool' and 'dark' textures retrieved from the lyrics seem significant as they might not only be understood as abstract concepts, but in a larger context reflect sensorimotor percepts of touch or timbre metaphorically mapped onto feelings [23] . Constrained to the two psychological dimensions of valence and arousal, the combinations of emotional topics could provide the affective building blocks that define a low dimensional representational structure of the input. Which would allow us to reconstruct the original signal from a incomplete set of linear affective mixtures forming sequential patterns that temporally reflect the emotional load. Embedded as cognitive components that we are able to retrieve as latent semantics when the bottom-up generated input raises above the background noise of core affect and topdown trigger distinct feelings in response to what we perceive.
Relating textures such as 'soft' to haptic sensations, recent studies indicate that simply holding a heavy object or encountering a rough surface unconsciously influence decision tasks and social judgments [24] . Meaning our earliest experiences gained from touching objects become an embodied cognition of textures that metaphorically translate into having a 'rough' day or whispering 'softly'. Our conceptual knowledge seems to be grounded in aspects of touch that mentally trigger a multitude of associations, suggesting that terms such as 'cool' or 'dark' might thus in an even larger context provide a mental scaffolding. Textures like 'soft' therefore not only semantically lend themselves to interpretations along multiple dimensions altering their meaning to being lenient, a drink or jazz for easy listening but are also related to the two higher order factors: stability and plasticity, which in behavioral psychology capture the correlations among the Big Five personality traits describing how agreeable, conscientious and neurotic we are, complemented by how inclined we are to be open and extravert [25] . These two personality factors which determine how we maintain emotional stability while leaving sufficient plasticity to adapt to change, are in terms of neuropsychology linked to the neurotransmitters serotonin related to mood regulation and dopamine involved in reward mechanisms respectively. That is, textures such as 'soft' or 'dark' metaphorically extend into the very foundation for our behavioral responses. Which might again be projected onto the contrasts of 'happy' and 'sad' spanning the axes of valence and arousal within a psychological plane.
We could in that sense think of the simplified cognitive LSA model outlined above as deriving the underlying meaning in texts by capturing the correlations of words in a vector space of reduced dimensionality. As well as emulating behavioral responses to emotions that are transformed into subjective experiences, once they are expressed in words and metaphorically mapped onto spatial structures and aspects of motion within time [26] . Meaning, that the contrasts of 'happy-sad' might be interpreted as not only principal emotional components, but also reflect memories capturing pleasure and pain of past experiences, that as feelings are conceptualized as bodily states integral to establishing our sense of self [27] . While as a sparsely encoded mental representation [28] , we might view the bottom-up retrieved percepts of tension and relaxation and the top-down triggered mixtures of affective components, as meaningful chunks of semantics which wrapped as recursively nested strings of text exploit an underlying compact structure of how we perceive the emotional content in media.
